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Classification of black holes with electromagnetic fields
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Pseudostationary asymptotically flat axisymmetric black-hole solutions of the source-free
Einstein-Maxwell equations are considered. It is shown that these solutions form discrete
continuous families, each depending on at most four parameters, of which only one —the
Kerr-Newman family —contains members with zero angular momentum.

It has been shown by Carter" that, provided
a reasonable causality condition is satisfied, the
class of pseudostationary solutions of Einstein's
pure vacuum equations which may determine the
geometry of the space-time manifold exterior to
the boundary of an axisymmetric and topologically
spherical black hole consists of a discrete set of
continuous families. Each family depends on at
least one and at most two parameters and the pos-
sibility of zero angular momentum is admitted by
a unique family —the two-parameter family of
Kerr black-hole solutions. The theorems of
Hawking" state that in the pseudostationary case
the topology of the black-hole boundary must be
spherical as long as the dominant-energy condition
is satisfied and that the exterior geometry of the
black hole must be axisymmetric when matter
fields which may be present obey well-behaved
hyperbolic equations. Hence Carter's result holds
for all possible pure vacuum exteriors of single
pseudostationary black-hole systems.

These results together with further work by
Carter and others2 "and the theorem of Israel'
as extended by Muller Zum Hagen, Robinson, and
Seifert' suggest that a similar result should hold
for the exteriors of black holes which are sources
of electromagnetic fields. In this paper it will be
shown that this is in fact the case and by assuming
exactly the same conditions of geometrical reg-
ularity and causal reasonableness (no closed time-
like curves) as Carter the following theorem will
be proven:

The class of Pseudostationary solutions of the

source -free Einstein-Maxwell equations schick

determines the exteriors of isolated electromag-
netic black holes consists of discrete sets of con
tinuous families each depending on at least one and
at most four Parameters. The four-Parameter
Kerr-¹mman black hole family (inclu-ding a mag
netic monopole moment) is unique in admitting
the possibility of sero angular momentum.

It should be noted that although nonstationary
(time-dependent) electromagnetic fields and elec-

tromagnetic fields with multivalued potentials are
locally compatible with stationary geometries
which correspond to solutions of the Einstein-
Maxwell equations such fields have peculiar global
properties which suggest that they are not com-
patible with the requirements of a regular horizon
and asymptotic flatness. ' Hence only stationary
electromagnetic fields are considered here. The
possibility that the black hole possesses a mag-
netic monopole moment is included for complete-
ness. Clearly, the available physical evidence
favors a restatement of the above theorem in
terms of three rather than four parameters. For-
mally, since only the source-free Maxwell equa-
tions are considered, the magnetic mohopole can
always be eliminated by carrying out a duality
rotation of the electric and magnetic field quan-
tities.

The following considerations will be developed by
using the formalism and notation of Carter's ex-
tended paper. ' Although a brief summary of the
salient results of his work will be given here the
reader is referred to that paper for the detailed
analysis of the underlying assumptions and bound-
ary conditions which ensure that the appropriate
regularity conditions are satisfied in the axisym-
metric, asymptotically flat systems under con-
sideration.

Carter has shown that, apart from a degeneracy
on the symmetry axis, the space-time region ex-
ternal to the boundary of an axisymmetric pseudo-
sta4ionary electromagnetic black hole may be
globally covered by a coordinate system t, p, X, p
in which the metric takes the form

dA. dds2 =q 2 2 +, +Xdy'+2Wdydt- Vdt'
y2 c2 1 2

while the electromagnetic field form is given by

F =2dA. ,

where P = pdp +4dt. The nonignorable coordinates
are ) and p, and c& X& ~, -1& p, & 1, where c is a
strictly positive constant which fixes the scale of
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the manifold. The two axisymmetry axis compo-
nents are characterized by p. =+1, respectively,
and orthogonally intersect the horizon of the black
hol, e which corresponds to X =c.

The quantities &, W, 4, and gg can be regarded
as scalars on a two-dimensional manifold with
metric

dX d JLt,
'

2 + 2-c 1 —p,

and boundary with components corresponding to
X =c and p =+1, respectively. These four quan-
tities determine Q and p via the Einstein-Maxwell
equations.

It is well known that when the variables 4 and
W are replaced by the Ernst-type potentials' F.
and Y, which are determined by the relations

(1 —p'}E „=x4,-WB „,
-(x'-c')E -„=X4„-wB„,
(1 —p )Y &=XW &

—WX q

+2(1- p')(BE „-EB„),
-(~'-c')Y „=xw„-wx

„

—2(~' —c')(BE , —EB ,),
the independent Einstein-Maxwell equations reduce
to four nonlinear partial differential equations in
the four unknowns X, Y, E, jg. These four quantities
uniquely determine both the Maxwell field and the
four-dimensional geometry for each possible black-
hole exterior. As long as the four scalars are
mell-behaved functions of ), and p, and their deriv-
atives satisfy certain simple conditions on each of
the components of the boundary of the two-dimen-
sional manifold regularity of the four-dimensional
geometry on the axisymmetry axis and horizon is
ensured. It follows from the causality require-
ment of no closed timelike lines that » 0, with
equality only on the axisymmetry axis, and asymp-
totic flatness is ensured by demanding that as X- ~

E, =- V {px '[VY+2(EVB- BVE}]),

E, =- v- (pX-'vE)

—pX VB [VY+2(EVB —BVE)],

E, —= V (pX 'VB)

+pX VE ~ [VY+2(EVB —BVE)],

(2)

p =(X' —e')"'(I - p,
)'~' and V is defined with re

spect to the two-dimensional metric

2S =
2 2 +

Q ~—c 1-p,
If two distinct families of solutions of (1) which

satisfy the boundary conditions can bifurcate from
some given black-hole solution, say {X,Y', E, 8)
(b, c, e, b), then a nonzero tangent vector in the
space of functions, {X,Y, E, 8] (h, c, e, b), which
satisfies the linearized form of the boundary con-
ditions must exist and satisfy the linearized field
equations

~i=~a =&3=~~=0

where

X=I —p, +O(X '),
Y'=2b p(3 —p') +O(), '},
E =-ep+0(A '),
8 =-by +0(X '),

where h, e, 5 are, respectively, the asymptotically
conserved angular momentum, charge, and mag-
netic monopole moment of the system.

The independent Einstein-Maxwell equations are
given by

E =F. =E3 =E4=0,

where

E -=v (px-'vx)

+px-'[I vxI'+
I
VY +2(EvB - BvE) I']

+2px-'(I VE I'+
I
vB I'),

E, -=v [p(x 'vx- 2x 'xvx}] —2PX 'xI VX I' —2px 'XI vY+2(EvB —BvE) I'

+ 2pX 'VX VX+2pX '[V Y + 2(EV8 —BvE)] [VY + 2(EV8+Ev 8 BVE —BvE)]-
+4Px (vB ~ vB+vE ~ vE) —4PX x(IvEI'+ IvBI'),

F, =- V {pX-'[VY.+2(EVB —BVE+EVB —BV E}]—2pX-'X[VY+2(EVB —BVE)]),

Ea = V ~ [p(X 'VE —X 'XVE)] —p[X 'VB —2X 'XVB] ~ [VY+2(EVB —BVE)]

—pX 'VB [VY +2(EV8 +Ev 8 —BVE —BVE)],

(4)

E,= V ~ [p(X 'VB —X 'X-VB)]+p(X 'VE —2X XVE) ~ [VY'+2(EVB —BVE)]

+pX VE [VY+2(EVB+EVB —BVE —BVE)] ~
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The conclusion that no such tangent vector exists follows from an identity deducible from (2) and (4):
(X-'q'- X-'X'+ 2E'+ 2B')E, —2X-'XqE. —4X '(Bq+XE)E.

+4X '(Eq-XB)E~ —XE, —qEg -4EEB —4BEg+2V']pV[X (X +q')+4X (E +B )l}

=pI V(X 'X)+X q[VY+2(EVB —BVE)]+2X (EVE +BVB) I

+p IV(X 'q) —X 'X[VY+2(EVB - BVE)]+2X (EV B —BVE) I'

+2pX-'I XVE —B[VY+2(EVB- BVE)]- XVE I'+2pX 'I X-VB+E[VY +2(EVB BVE—)] —XVB I'

+I2pX 'I«B -BvE I'+2pX 'IVE -X '«X —X 'qvB I'

+2pX ~IVB —X 'BVX+X 'qVE I2+pX 'IX 'X[VY+2(EVB —BVE)] —qX 'VX —2(EVB —BVE) I',

where

Q = ~+2EB —2BF. ~

Integration of (5) over the two-dimensional man-
ifold, conversion of the integral of the divergence
term to a boundary integral and application of the
boundary conditions leads to the conclusion that
the left-hand side is zero when (I) and (2) are
satisfied. Each of the non-negative terms on the
right hand side is therefore zero everywhere and
the following differential equation is immediately
obtained

VQ = 2@X VX.

The only solution of this equation which is con-
sistent with the boundary conditions is Q =0. It
then follows that

VE =EX 'VX

Vg =Pg VX,

with Z =p =0 being the only solutions of these equa-
tions consistent with the boundary conditions. It
immediately follows that X=0.

In order to conclude the proof of the theorem it
is sufficient to note that Carter has shown that
when the angular momentum is zero Y must be
zero and the four geometry must be static. It then
follows from the generalization of the theorem of
Israel that the only black-hole solutions of (1) are
members of the Kerr-Newman family with h =0
and c~0.
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